**KEY FINDINGS**

- **OSPO Growth**
  - In 2023, **OSPO adoption and OSS initiative adoption** saw a **32%** increase compared with 2022.
  - Formally structured OSPOs in Asia-Pacific increased from **26%** in 2022 to **54%** in 2023. This is **108% growth in just one year.**

- **OSPO Success**
  - **96%** of organizations reported that their OSPOs or OSS initiatives have **Driven significant improvements** in software development best practices.
  - **72%** of organizations planning to implement an OSPO or an OSS initiative will do so in the next **12 months.**

- **Security Support**
  - **93%** of OSPOs and OSS initiatives provide **Advice or decisions on OSS security issues.**

- **Compliance Support**
  - **52%** of organizations with structured OSPOs and OSS initiatives have an **Automated process** for addressing OSS license compliance.

- **Innovation Support**
  - **85%** of organizations reported that their OSPOs or OSS initiatives have **Strongly improved interoperability.**

- **Project Sustainability**
  - **90%** of organizations that have an OSPO also have a formal policy regarding their use and contribution to OSS.

- **OSSO Barriers**
  - **96%** of organizations reported that their OSPOs or OSS initiatives have **Driven significant improvements** in software development best practices.

- **Community Support**
  - **93%** of OSPOs and OSS initiatives provide **Advice or decisions on OSS security issues.**

- **Collaboration with OSS organizations** is the **#1 responsibility** of an OSPO and an OSS initiative.

**Organizations with an OSPO or an OSS initiative are nearly 4X more likely** to provide **upstream contributions.**

- **More organizations think their funding** for OSPOs or OSS initiatives is likely to decrease—nearly doubling from **12%** of respondents in 2022 to **23%** in 2023.